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A}IS1’KACT
Typical 1.IiO networks usc constellations which provide a
uniform covcragc. I lowcvcr, the demand for tclecom scrvicc is dynamic and unevenly distributed around the world.
We examine a more cfficicnt and cost cffcctivc design by
matching the satellite covcragc with the cyclical demand
for service around the world. Our aJJproach is to usc a
non-uniform satellite distribution for the network. WC
have named this constellation design NUON(X for Nonuniform Optimal Network Commrrnications Engine.
IN’I’KOI)UCTION
On July 26, 1963, the Syncom satellite was suczcssfully
Iaunchcd into orbit and became the world’s first geosynchronous communications satellite. This joint venture of
(}1c IIughcs Aircraf( Co. with NASA revolutionized tltc
telecommunications world. These satellites have affected
every aspect of our lives and changed the way we live.
Today, a ncw revolution in the world of satellite communications is in the making: the I.ow Ruth Orbit (LEO)
satellite communications networks. lIc April 18, 1994 issue of Space News [ 1 ] lists no lCSS than 12 companies with
proposed global networks. Telcdcsic Corp. leads the pack
with a network of nearly 1000 satellites. ‘IhIs April, Orbital Communications Corp. is schcdulcd to launch the
“first two of its 36 Orbcomm data communications satellites.
Typical 1.IiO networks usc uniformly distributed constellations to provide uniform covcragc. These networks tend
to use circular orbits with almost identicrd altitudes, evc.nly
spaced in the orbit planes. The resulting constellation is
usually highly symmetrical. However, the demand for
telecommunications service is dynamic and highly nonuniform. Il)is is because the users are unevenly dist.ribulcd
on the continents which cover only a quarter of the earth,
I:urthcrmorc, there is a bimodal diurnal cycle in the demand for scrviccs duc to the business day. This suggests
that perhaps a dynamic non-uniformly distributed network
is more cfflcicnt.
WC have named this constellation design NUONCE, the
Non-LJniforln Optimal Network Communications Ihrgine.

SUCII a network would require fewer satellites and may rcducc the capital overlay required t: the benefit of both
industry and consumers alike. The NUONCE constellation may also provide a good phased implementation
strategy. Since tllc network is non-uniform to begin with,
the routing, traffic management and operations are designed to function accordingly. The early sparse phase
could target certain limited markets. As the demand increases, additional satellites could bc added to the network.
This enables an adaptive and evolving network with greater flexibility than a fixed uniform constellation both in the
irnplcmcntation and the rcsourcc managcrncnt. Of course,
this would clcmand a more carefully thorriht out tclccom
design that would pc.rmit migration from one configuration
to auother.
GOAJ t
Oul goal in this palm is to consider some orbital design
strategies to hclj) the. satcom system designer to come up
with a non-uniform constellation. Specifically, wc want to
find constellations which will spend most of t}le time in the
day side where the demand for tclecom scrvicc is highest.
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CONV1{N1’1ONS AND COORDINATES

Frequently, the I ight picture will suggest the solution to a
seemingly difficult geometric problcm. In this case, the
rigid picture is provided through tic use of rotating coordinate systems. Fig. 1 below shows the equatorial plane of
the earth as viewed from above the north pole. Assume at
tinic O the sun is in the dirwtion of the y-axis at the top of
the figure. in e.artb-centered inertial coordinates, the sun
moves ro’lghly 10 pcr day counter-clockwise. Thus 1 day
after time 0, the sun will no longer point in the y-direction
but will be in roughly 10 to the left of the y-axis. However,
if we let OU1 coord inatc systcm rotate counter-clockwise to
match the apparent motion of the sun, wc then have the sun
alw’ays fixc.d in tlw y-direction. Wc will adopt this rotating
ccxmdinatc systcm in the following (discussion. The reason
thi~ coordinate. system is useful for our problcm is because
wc want to find orbits which Iingcr 011 ttle sun-sick. as stated in the goal above..
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Figure 2. I/our Satellite Cluster in a Circular LEO Orbit

Figure 1. Rotating Coordinate S ystcm
Wc now define some conventions to he. adopted for the
discussion in this paper. Note in I~igurc 1, wc have marked
the different longitudes with their local times. We dcflllc
the “day side” to be 6 AM to 6 PM going countc.r
clockwise. This is the top half of Figure. 1; the bottom half
is the “night side”.
TO simplify the discussion, unless otherwise noted, wc assume the orbit of earth is circular and that the equator
coincides with the ecliptic. Hc)wcver, wc do include the
first order effects of the earth’s equatorial bulge which cannot be ignored for LEOs. For this discussion, wc define. a
LliO to be an orbit with altitude under 2000 km, a MEO
(Mediun~ Flarth Orbit) to be an orbit with altitude under
16763 km (6 hour period), a HEO (Highly Elliptical Orbit)
to be an orbit with eccentricity greater than 0.1.

Thi\ suggests usinfl elliptical orbits. Figure 3 shows the
fraction of tirnc pm orbit a satellite is in the day side as a
function of c)rhit eccentricity. Iior this calculation, wc assun}e tbc perigee is placed at the equator. l’hus the apogee
is also on the equator. Iiigurc 4 shows what this rncans
geo~nctricall y. 1/or a given orbit plane and ccccntricity,
this orientation provides the greatest day side fraction for
an c)rbit. For cxarnplc, a Molniya orbit has e=0,75 which
yields a day-side. fraction of 93~o. This means it spends
93%, of each orbit on the day side. But, with a period of 12
hours, the htolniya orbit is a HEO. What about cllipticat
1.IX)S?

CIRCULAR VS. 13LI.IPTICA1. ORBITS
In order to quantify the performance of an orbit, wc define
a metric called the Day Side Fraction. This fraction is the
ratio of the amount of time a satellite spends in the. day side
of an orbit divided by the orbit period. For example, the
day side fraction of circular orbits is 0.5.
Ixt us look at a typical circular LEO at 200 km altitude and
85° inclination with a period of about 1.5 hours. Figure 2
is a plot of 4 satellites clustcrcd together in this orbit. But,
clearly the cluster will spend just as much time in the day
side as in the night side. So an uneven distribution of satellites in this orbit dots not seem to help our cause. In fact,
given a satellite in any circular LEO abou[ the earth, it will
always spend equal time in both the day side and the ni~~lt
side.
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Figure 3. Day Side Fraction vs. Ekxcrrtricity
In the range wc are. considct-ing (altitude< 2000 km), what
are tbc most eccentric elliptical orbits wc can consider?
Sil,cc the altitude is restricted (o bc less than 2000 km, this
means t}lc apogee nlust be less than 2000 km. l’bc pCrigCC
cat! vary from 200 to 2000 kin, Table 1. below lists a few
of [hcsc orbits, their ccccntricitics, and day-side fraction.

bulgt of the cart}] int] oduccs other challenges. The dominant term of the pc.rturbation in the gcopotcntial with
cocff icicnt J2 causes the orbit planes to precess about t}lc
poles. This is callcci “tiodai precession” because the precession is defined by the motion of the orbit node where
lhc satellite fJr st CJOSSCS the equatorial plane into the northern celestial sphere. J2 also causes the line connecting tbc
pcri~,cc and the apogee to rotate within the orbit plane
about the orbit normai vector. This is called “apsidal rotation”. We note that apsidal rotation dots not affect a
circular orbit since it has no apogee or perigee.
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flrsl order, these. pcr-turbations are~overned by the orbit
semi major axis, ccccntricity, and inclination. For the I.F.O
elliptical orbit at 85° inclination with 500 km pcrigcc
hcigllt and 2000 km apogee height, the nodal precession is
-0.4’/0/day and tlm apsidal rotation is -2.60/day. For the
same elliptical orbit at the lower inclination of 28.5°, the
nodal precession is -4.8 ‘/day and the apsidal rotation is 7.8
‘/day. Thus, fol tbc 28.5° orbit, the apogee will have
rnovcd 180° in icss than a month. So if it started in the day
side, it will now be in the night side.
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Figure 4. Geometry of Day Side Fraction
I Ip/t Ia (km) Etc.
2oo/looo
3OW1OOO
4oo/looo
450/looo
475/1 Ooo
5oo/looo
20W2000
300/2000
400/2000
450/2ooo
475/2000
500/2000

0.0573
0.0498
0.0424
0.0387
0.0369
0.0351
0.1204
0.1129
0.1056
0.1019
0.1001
0.0983

Fraction Minutes
0.5364
0<5317
0.5270
0.5246
0.5235
0.5223
0.5764
0.5717
0.5671
0.5645
0.5636
0.5625

3.5
3.1
2.7
2.4
2.3
2.2
8.2
7.8
7.3
7.1
7.0
6.9

Table 1. The Day-Side Fraction of Selected LEOs

Hp/Ha are the perigee and apogee altitudes of the orbit.
Ecc is the eccentricity of the orbit. Fraction is the DaySidc Fraction and the resulting extra time spent on the day
side per orbit is the last column. Realistically, in order m
avoid drag dczay of the orbit, the perigee should be around
500 km. Thus the 50W2000 case is the most eccentric orbit
to be used in a LF?O. ‘flris provides a maximum of about 7
minutes of extra time on the day side for an orbit period of
108 minutes. If wc drop the apogee altitude to 1000 kin,
the 500/1 000 case yields a 2 minute advantage on lhc day
side for an orbit period of 100 minutes. Ihrs elliptical orbits will incmasc the day-side portion of the orbit. Iivcn a
small savings of a fcw per cent is significant wbcn lhc
stakes arc high.
tJnfortunatcly, this is not the entire story. The equam! ial

‘I”his can bc flxcd by using orbit planes at the critical inclination of 363.43” where the rotation of the pcrigcc is
clinlinated. However, there remains the precession of the
nod{:. At criticai inclination, the nodal regression of tile
500/1000 1.1{0 elliptical orbit is still -2.40/day. In 150
days, the orbit pianc wiil have precessed 360° around the
equator. Thus we arc unable to force the orbit planes to
rem ain in their time slot. Fortunately, sun-synchronous
orbits (see ncx[ srdion) solve this problem.
Alternatively, WC. should mention that both the nodal precession and the apsidal rotation can be fixed by propulsive
malwuvcr-s. But this requires a lot of orbit maintenance
which is expensive both in the fuel and operational costs.
Hoticvcr, nc.w technology using continuous low thrust and
autonomous control may provide answers to these problenls in the near future. But, for this discussion, wc do not
consider this kind of technology although the orbit design
strategy described in this paper is equally valid and compatible with the ncw technology.
SLJN-SYNC!HRONOUS ORBITS
Suli-synchronous orbits are those orbits whose nodal precession rates cxactiy match the orbital motion of the earth
around the sun. The orbit plane maintains a near constant
geometry with respect to the sun. Sun-syncronicity is dctcI Ininui by three orbit parameters: scrnimajor axis, incli nation, and eecen[ricit y, and requires inclinations greater
than 90°. Now each orbit still goes through the full 24
hours of time zones during onc rcvohrtion and it has the
interesting property that it always passes the same latitude

.
at IIm same local mean time. I:or example, wc want an orbit over Ncw York City (410 latitude) at 10 AM. Figure. 5
[2] below is a plot of the local mean time as a function of
the sa[cllitc nadir latitude in an orbit centered on NYC at
10 AM. Note that the variation of the local mean tirnc for
this orbit is fairly narrow. Ikom -50° to 50° Iatitudc, the
variation of the local mean time is just 1 hour. I:igure 6 is
a plot of the orbit over earth as viewed from the sun. This
geometry will remain fairly constant over time.
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Mgurc 5. Local Mean ‘1’imc of 10AM Orbit Over NYC

ailll of the NIJONC1l cons(clla[ion is to maxirniz,c covcragc of high demand rcgicms over day tirnc. For our satcom
example, suppclsc a sun-synchronous Walker design requires an orbit plane. every 15° (1 hour) apart with 6 satcl.
Iitcs per orhi(. I“his requires 12 planes with 72 satellites
totfil. I:igul c 7 below is a schematic diagram of this design.
llic lines a[ ound the clock represent orbit planes with nodal crossings at the time indicated. I:or simplicity, the
inclination is not rcprcscntcd.
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Sine.c the usage from 6AM to 9 AM and 3 PM to 6 PM
will be low, perhaps just a single plane at 6PM with 4 satellites is sufficient m handle the traffic. Also, at 12 Noon,
thele will be less demand duc to the lunch hour. So the 12
PM plane may be. rclnovcd. l’hc resulting constellation has
7 planes with 40 sate.llitcs total. Figure 8 below is a schematic diagram of this design. This shows a dramatic
rduction of 32 satellites. Of course, this is just an example
to ilhrstratc the approach without the detail analysis verifying whether the real covcragc demand has been met.

lOAM
Figure 6. View of 10AM Orbit From the Sun

This suggests we can usc sun-synchronous orbits to optimize the day side covcragc as follows. Suppose we want
to cover New York City and we expect the heaviest traffic
over Ncw York to be from 9AM to 3 PM. Let us start with
a Walker constellation of circular orbhs as an example of a
uniformly distributed constellation and change it into a
NUONCli constclla(ion. Tbc Walker design has all satellites at the same altitude and inclination [3] where the
satclli(cs arc spaced cvcrdy within each orbit plane and the
planes arc evenly spaced around the equator, ‘lhc phasing
of when the satellites cross (})c equator in adjacent p]ancs is
also the same for all orbit planes. Ilc aim of the WalkcI
constellation is for continuous global covcragc. Rut, the
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NON-~JNll~ORM STRAI’lWY

CONCI.US1ON

Now that wc have discussed circular orbits, elliptical or-

I’hc observations of this paper suggest that uniform circular 1 EO constellations arc not optimal for the day-side
covcragc. }Iowcvcr, a non-uniform distribution which
dots not usc sun-synchronous orbits will not provide good
covcragc of the day side duc to the precession of the orbit
plane and the rotation of the apogee. Similarly, although
an elliptical orbit can increase the coverage on the dayside., its apogee must somehow bc fixed on the day-side.

bits, critically inclined orbits, and sun-synchronous orbits,
wc can put the picccs together to fonnulatc a non-uniform
satcom orbit design strategy. Recall the aim for our
NUONCE constellation is to optirniz.e day-side coverage.
Ibis can be achieved by using the following guidelines:
1. Usc sun-synchronous orbits (inc. > 90°) so that onc
can control the local time passage at specific latitudes.
2. Concentrate the orbit planes with specific longitudes
in time zones of highest usage demands.
3. Evenly space the satellites within each plane. In
planes over regions and time z.ones of high demand,
increase the number of satellites. In planes over regions and time zones of low demand, decrease the

number of satellites.
4. Use elliptical orbits where possible. Place the apogee
over the latitude of a region of high demand at the
peak hours.
S.

Usc critical inclination to control the apsidal rotation
in elliptical orbits. Critically inclined sun-synchronous
orbits exist only at thcinclination of 116.57° (-63.430).

[Jsitlg sun-synchronous orbits, the day-side coverage can
be optimized by concentrating the orbit planes in the time
zonr.s with the heaviest traffic. Ilis can bc achieved with
cir{ ular 1.1;0s. By using critically inclined sunsynchronous HEOS, the day-side fraction of the coverage
can bc incrcascd significantly to 70% or more.
This paper provides guidelines to assist in the orbit design
process to ensure maximum coverage on the day side.
MOIC detailed analysis is required, but the NUONCE constellation concept clearly provides better coverage than a
uniform constellation. These conclusions address only the
geometric c.overage. issue and do not take into consideration other important issues such as the telecom design,
spacecraft design, impact on operations, and launch cost
which will impose. other constraints on the constellation
design.
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USING HEO
What about using elliptical orbits to take advantage of all
the extra capacity wasted on the night side? For our
500/2000 km LEO elliptical orbit, the sun-synchronous inclination is 100.46° and the apsidal rotation rate is still a
hefty -2.30/day. Thus, wc need to use critically inclined
sun-synchronous orbits. But this would bring us out of the
LEO realm since a circular sun-synchronous orbit has an

altitude of 3438 km.
Suppose we want an elliptical orbit with 70% day side coverage per orbit. From Figure 3 we see that this requir~$ an
eccentricity of 0.32. A sun-synchronous orbit with this

eccentricity at critical inclination will rcqrirc a scmimajor
axis of 10441 km. This gives a pcrigcdapog~, altitude. of
722 knti 7404 km with a 3 hour period. llc apoge.c is
fixed by the critical inclination and the orbit plane follows
the sun synchronously as designed. Clearly, this provides
much better day-side coverage than a circular LEO if time
is the only consideration. This is in fact like the IHiO c)rbit
sclcctcd by F.llipso as part of its cons(cllation design.
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